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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to a recent case study  published in the Journal of Cutaneous Immunology and Allergy,

persistent post-jab shingles, aka herpes zoster, an infection caused by the varicella zoster virus,

was associated with the presence of COVID jab spike protein in the affected skin. As explained by

the authors:

“Since the campaign of vaccination against COVID-19 was started, a wide variety of

cutaneous adverse effects after vaccination has been documented worldwide. Varicella

zoster virus (VZV) reactivation was reportedly the most frequent cutaneous reaction in

men after administration of mRNA COVID-19 vaccines, especially BNT162b2.

A patient, who had persistent skin lesions after BNT162b2 vaccination for ... over 3

months, was investigated for VZV virus and any involvement of vaccine-derived spike

protein ... Strikingly, the vaccine-encoded spike protein of the COVID-19 virus was

expressed in the vesicular keratinocytes and endothelial cells in the dermis.”

COVID Jab Impairs Your Immune Function

The researchers speculate that the COVID jab may induce persistent shingles reactivation by

“perturbing the immune system.” How your immune system is perturbed by the COVID shots is the

topic of MIT researcher Stephanie Seneff’s paper  “Innate Immune Suppression by SARS-CoV-2

mRNA Vaccinations: The Role of G-quadruplexes, Exosomes and MicroRNAs,” co-written with Drs.

Peter McCullough, Greg Nigh and Anthony Kyriakopoulos.

In it, they describe how the COVID shots suppress your innate immune system by inhibiting the

type-1 interferon pathway, which is the Vrst-stage response to all viral infections.

When a cell is invaded by a virus, it releases type-1 interferon alpha and beta. Both of these

molecules act as signaling molecules that tell the cell it’s been infected. That, in turn, launches the

immune response and gets it going early in the viral infection.

“ Type 1 interferon is suppressed by the jab
because it responds to viral RNA, and viral RNA is
not present in the COVID shot. The RNA is
modified to look like human RNA, so the interferon
pathway is not triggered.”

Type-1 interferon also keeps latent viruses in check, so if your interferon pathway is suppressed,

latent viruses can start to emerge. The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)

database reveals many who have been jabbed report these kinds of infections. Regulators in the

European Union are also warning that repeat COVID shots can weaken overall immunity.

How is type-1 interferon suppressed by the jab? It’s suppressed because type-1 interferon responds

to viral RNA, and viral RNA is not present in the COVID shot. The RNA is modiVed to look like human

RNA, so the interferon pathway is not triggered. Worse, the interferon pathway is actively

suppressed by the microRNA in the shot, which limits your ability to Vght off all viruses. It also

opens the door for latent viruses to reactivate.

In the case study above, the patient had received one dose of PVzer’s mRNA shot 13 days before

the shingles outbreak and a second dose eight days after, causing the researchers to suspect there

was an association between the outbreak and the shots.

COVID Jab and Shingles in the Immunocompromised

Similarly, a study  published in April 2021 detailed the cases of six patients with autoimmune

in_ammatory rheumatic diseases who developed shingles shortly after their PVzer jabs.

“The safety proSle of mRNA-based vaccines in patients with autoimmune inTammatory

rheumatic diseases (AIIRD) is unknown,” the authors noted.  “The objective of this report is

to raise awareness of reactivation of herpes zoster (HZ) following the BNT16b2 mRNA

vaccination in patients with AIIRD.”

The study found herpes infection occurred in 1.2% of AIIRD patients who got the shot (six out of

491), compared to none among controls. Five of them developed shingles for the Vrst time in their

life a short time after their Vrst dose of PVzer. One got it after her second dose.

As noted by the authors, immunosuppressed patients, including patients with AIIRD, have been

prioritized for the COVID jab, even though immunosuppressed patients were excluded from the

clinical trials. The fact that 1.2% of immunocompromised patients developed shingles, whereas

none of the healthy controls suffered this fate, shows you just how important it is not to conVne

clinical trials to the healthiest among us.

Pathogenic Mechanisms

As for the mechanisms, the researchers offered the following:

“Potential mechanisms that might explain the pathogenetic link between mRNA-COVID19

vaccination and HZ reactivation are related to stimulation of innate immunity through toll-

like receptors (TLRs) 3,7 by mRNA-based vaccines. TLR signaling has been implicated

during reactivation of herpesviruses, a process essential for these viruses to maintain

themselves in the host.

Defects in TLR expression in patients suffering from diseases caused directly by

herpesvirus infection highlight the importance of these signaling pathways during infection

and eventual disease progression.

The vaccine stimulates induction of type I INFs [type 1 interferon] and potent inTammatory

cytokines, which instigate T and B immune responses but may negatively affect antigen

expression potentially contributing to HZ reactivation.”

COVID Jab Raises Risk of Shingles Reactivation

A systematic review  published in November 2021 also concluded that the COVID jab increases the

risk of shingles reactivation if you’ve had it before or have known risk factors for it. Fifty-four cases

involving 27 men and 27 women had been reported at the time and were included in the review. As

noted by the authors:

“There were cases with known risk factors for herpes zoster, which included age more than

50 years (n = 36), immunological disorders (n = 10), chronic disease (n = 25), metabolic

disorder (n = 13), malignancy (n = 4), and psychiatric disorder (n = 2).

The mean (SD) period between development of herpes zoster and COVID-19 vaccination

was 7.64 (6.92) days. Majority of the cases were from the high-income and/or middle-

income countries. 86.27% of the cases of HZ were reported due to mRNA vaccine. Thirty-

six patients 36/45 (80%) developed herpes zoster following the priming dose of COVID-19

vaccine among those who received mRNA vaccine.

We could not establish deSnite link but there may be possible association between COVID-

19 vaccine and shingles. Large-scale studies may help to understand the cause-effect

relationship.”

Shingles Reports in VAERS

Looking at VAERS, as of December 16, 2022, there were 15,225 reports of shingles after the COVID

jab.  Most cases (for which age are given) have occurred in younger individuals between the ages

of 25 and 51, which is younger than normal. There are even 170 cases in 12- to 25-year-olds.

The PVzer shot has more than double the number of shingles reports associated with it than

Moderna, and there are more than twice the number of reports from women than men.

shingles cases post covid vaccine by age chart

Can VAERS Data Demonstrate Causality?

One person who has taken a strong stance against the claim that VAERS data cannot tell us

anything about causation is Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund.

In the video “Vaccine Secrets: COVID Crisis,”  he argues that VAERS can indeed be used to

determine causality.

It’s important to realize that the idea that VAERS cannot show causality is part of how and why the

CDC can claim none of the deaths is attributable to the COVID shot. Kirsch argues that this premise

is in fact false, and that causation can be determined using VAERS’ data. 

To prove his point, Kirsch gives the following analogy: Suppose you give a two-dose vaccine. After

the Vrst dose, nothing happens, but after the second dose, people die within 24 hours of a deep

vein thrombosis (DVT).

When you look at the VAERS data, what you would Vnd is no reports associated with the Vrst dose,

and a rash of deaths after the second dose, all within the same timeframe and with the same cause

of death.

According to the CDC, you cannot ascribe any causality at all from that. To them, it’s just random

chance that everyone died after the second dose, and from the same condition, and not the Vrst

dose or from another condition.

Kirsch argues that causality can indeed be identiVed from this kind of data. It’s very diicult to

come up with another explanation for why people — many who are young, in perfect health with no

predisposing conditions — die exactly 24 hours after their second dose. It’s even diicult to come

up with another explanation for people who do have underlying conditions.

For example, is it reasonable to assume that people with, say, undiagnosed heart conditions, would

die from DVT exactly 24 hours after getting a second dose of vaccine? Or that people with

undiagnosed diabetes would die from DVT exactly 24 hours after their second dose?

Why not after the Vrst dose, or two months after the second dose, or any other random number of

hours or days, or for other random cause of death? Why would people randomly die of the same

condition at the exact same time, repeatedly?

At bare minimum, as an early warning system, VAERS is designed to _ag potential causation. It’s by

looking for repeated patterns of side effects that you would begin to identify a potentially

problematic vaccine.

Once a pattern is identiVed — and there’s no denying death within 24 hours to one week is a pattern

seen for the COVID shots — an investigation should be launched. But no such investigation has

been launched into the COVID jabs. Clear-cut patterns are simply ignored.

Ignoring Warning Signs Does Not Make the Shots Safe

As an early warning system, VAERS is performing as intended, despite severe underreporting (the

CDC even published a paper in which they admitted COVID jab adverse effects in children are

underreported by a factor of 6.5 ). It’s the follow-up that’s lacking.

But lack of investigation and follow-up is not evidence that the shots can’t cause problems, one of

which is reactivation of latent viruses such as shingles. While I don’t believe these shots are

beneVcial for anyone, if you have a history of latent infection, be aware that the shot may cause a

_are-up.

Also be aware that having a compromised immune system will render you more prone not only to

COVID-19 but also any number of other viral and bacterial infections, plus chronic diseases such as

cancer.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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My friend has a full on attack of the Shingles and has been jabbed at least 4 times. I'm sure she doesn't put it down to that though. Is it

time to revamp the old economic slogan to "IT'S THE VACCINE STUPID!"
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Yes, TheOrage is the "VACCINE FOR PLANNED GENOCIDE". Vaccines, and especially new mRNA vaccines, are subject to

economic, political, and academic power dynamics. This means that the oicial information that reaches the majority of the

population through the mass media is biased or false, that approval processes are conditioned, that political decisions are

in_uenced, and that vaccination programs, both in the The so-called "developed" world as well as the so-called "poor" countries are

controlled by great powers that act through falsely "philanthropic" foundations, international Vnanced organizations and the key

institution of modern industrial medicine: pharmaceutical laboratories and , particularly in this case, vaccine manufacturers.

The objective for those of us who are in favor of health and life cannot be to Vght for “free vaccination, or for “safe” or “effective”

vaccines (since all vaccines are intrinsically unsafe, unpredictable, ineffective and dangerous), but rather act to completely

eradicate vaccines by providing radical information (from the roots) that at the same time helps to change the concepts of disease

and health, and, consequently, the current medical model and current health systems.
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Yep, if you can get her to listen. Most won't.
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The nanobot shots are causing nothing but misery, disease and death. There is no excuse for the masses to remain ignorant! How

much brain power does it take for people to understand that they weren't SICK - until they began taking the shots! Oh yeah..."If it

weren't for the vaccine, I'd be much sicker". Well; you can't get any sicker than DEAD! The insanity grows by the day.
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I have two neighbors (husband and wife) who received the idiot shots earlier on. The wife ended up with shingles in her left eye,

which will not resolve, and has left her partially blinded. Her husband developed full blown shingles after the second idiot shot.

Major crippling pain in his right leg, extensive skin rashes over many areas of his body, and still suffering from random peripheral

neuropathy one year later. I advised them of the connection, and it seems they've opted out of further "vaccinations". Others in my

building have had even worse results. One is now diagnosed with a lymphatic cancer. It's not a vaccine. It's an IQ test...
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skupe59, I’m Vnding that there’s a very slow awakening going on. Last year the majority of our family and friends were adamant

about the jab. This year I’ve noticed maybe 15 people who’ve said they regret doing it. Poco a poco (which means little by little in

Spanish).
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Where can I purchase the bumper sticker?
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I had shingles twice, once in my 50's and once in 60's. Both times because I was in high stress job, deadlines, late deliveries and

upset clients. STRESS TRIGGERS IT! That is why Nixon got shingles they said. He was hospitilized because of pain. I had them all

over and worked very day. Today, everyone has stress because of the Covid environment. Media pushes only stress articles,

commercials say buy this or get stuck with big repair, medical bills or have identity stolen and loose lots of money. hat happened to

common sense?? If you see someone coughing ,sneezing, blowing his nose, stay clear of them. If you are under the weather, stay

home, build immune strength and get well.

Masks only trap same air you are breathing out, if virus there, you just breathe it back in, not to mention it fogs up your glasses

sand you cannot see. Now they are pushing shingles vaccine and whooping cough vaccine. Oh, by the way it can cause shingles,

mild case. I never trusted the vaccine because either they had it already developed along with the virus or it was not safe. Last

vaccine of any link was 2000 when had lymphoma, oncologists snuck it in "formy protection". I got soooo sick! Problem is people

believe all these commercials, think they need surveilance cameras to keep criminals away, credit protection for hackers, spend all

day worrying about what if. Stress!!!!
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The only reason the jabbed CHOOSE TO stay in denial is because they don't want to cop to their own stupidity. (there is a phrase

for that but i forget the exact words at the moment - if anyone can remember, please post!) Anyway, imo that's prob a big part of it.

As I've been saying since day 1, it's going to take however much much time is "needed" for these nasty side affects to become SO

UNDENIABLE, so IN-YOUR-FACE, SO BAD AND SO RAMPANT, that there will Vnally be no other "choice" but to admit maybe they

were wrong to take it, or wong they allowed themselves to be brainwashed. As far as going off just any REAL data, that's even a

further stretch since MOST people have NO ACCESS to the REAL truth, nor do they choose to seek it out.

Exactly what the "deep state" wants. SO....even though some folks ARE waking up, the majority still clueless, brainwashed, or

simply choosing to be in denial. As they say "DENIAL, it aint just a river in Egypt." BTW, w/regard to yesterday's article about people

just dropping dead "for no reason", I say SHAME on ANYONE out there who is employed in any way that supports this ongoing, sick

narrative. Be it in the media, social platform companies, insurance, healthcare INDUSTRY, or even the govt.

Shame on them to voluntarily work for the deep state, narritive or whatever you want to call it. Especially since when it comes

down to it nobody is going to save THEM when the hammer drops. They are all going to be in the same boat with the rest of

us...and "MR. DEEP STATE", where will he(they) be then? "Saving" those minions who helped them along the way? Don't think so.

Those puppets will suffer right along with the rest of us, and they can all thank THEMSELVES for it. You see, THAT is what will be

the REAL downfall of humanity... NOT covid or any other disease, NOT even the jab .... but pure, unadulterated GREED.
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"Dordee", "Stress can cause a lot of health problems, here is another example:

www.hippocraticpost.com/.../how-does-stress-affect-the-eyes
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lin3741, I cannot remember the term, either for those who remain in denial, but it is just as with someone who has been scammed

out of money, or those who have been catVshed in a fake relationship. It is very embarrassing, and people do not want to admit to

it.
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Biological weapons against the C-19 have two serious consequences; 1) the effectiveness of injections decrease over time, and damage

to the performance of the immune system performance. Vaccine boosters enhance these actions. The evidence is showing that we are

facing a pandemic of vaccinated people who Vll the hospitals because between the ADE and the weakness of the immune system caused

by the associated as cancer that is already increasing. In essence, they have become vaccine induced “AIDS” patients with collapsed

immunity against everything. This is the real depopulation agenda. The eicacy of the punctures is negative in terms of the immune

protection they provide.

The data shows that immune function suffers a net reduction after injection, which is the opposite of what a vaccine is supposed to do.

www.brighteon.com/02ed1877-6dc1-4b6d-8f0f-ad92b54eea19 ) dailyexpose.uk/.../the-covid-19-vaccines-cause-aids

 www.lifesitenews.com/news/idaho-doctor-reports-a-20-times-increase-of-..  Garlic stimulates IFN- interferon synthesis as measured by

stimulation of IFN- mRNA synthesis. Garlic consumption favors the stimulated synthesis of NO and, in turn, IFN - in humans, resulting in

beneVts in viral or proliferative diseases.

Substance such as ginger, turmeric, garlic, onion, cinnamon, lemon, neem, basil, and black pepper have been scientiVcally shown to have

therapeutic beneVts against acute respiratory tract infections, including pulmonary Vbrosis, diffuse alveolar damage, pneumonia and

acute respiratory distress syndrome, as well as associated septic shock, lung and kidney injury, all of which are symptoms associated

with COVID-19 infection. www.liebertpub.com/.../jir.2006.0124  (2007) www.hindawi.com/.../401630  (2015)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0306987720313487  (2020= onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../ptr.6794  (2020)
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In the studies carried out, plants with immunomodulatory activity stand out, many of them with the action of increasing

interferons. Allium sativum, Aloe vera, Uncaria tomentosa, Morinda citrifolia, Echinacea purpurea and Mangifera indica. Various

edible mushrooms active on the immune system have been examined: Ganoderma lucidum, Grifola frondosa, Lentinus edodes,

Pleurotus spp and Schizophylum commune, among others. These natural sources could offer in the manipulation of the immune

response, by increasing the quality of life of patients with immunodeVciencies and cancer.

scielo.sld.cu/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0864-030020110004..  (2011)

.--cibamanz2021.sld.cu/index.php/cibamanz/cibamanz2021/paper/view/781/0  (2021)

.----www.nature.com/.../s41598-022-16349-2  (2022).--- www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8809074  (2022) .---Vitamin C has

beneVcial immunomodulatory properties in patients with viral infections, predominantly by increasing the production of /

interferons and down-regulating the production of proin_ammatory cytokines. Vitamin C appears to have clinical beneVts in

patients with infections due to various herpes viruses.

www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14787210.2020.1706483?scroll=top&..  (2020) .---This study reports the actions of

vitamin C, vitamin D, and selenium on the immune system in relation to COVID-19.

Vitamin C increases antiviral cytokines, such as interferon (IFN)-/. Table 1 reports the action of vitamin C, vitamin D, and selenium

to help stimulate the immune system, prevent the spread of the virus, and reduce the progression of the disease to severe stages.

www.mdpi.com/.../5346  (2020).--- Vitamin D has many actions against C-19 and one of them is to improve type I IFN signaling in

patients with COVID-19 www.mdpi.com/.../3512  (2020) .---www.nature.com/.../s41598-022-22307-9  (2022)
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Immunity determines the outcome of coronavirus infection. The SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus is sensitive to heat. Fever and heat

treatment increase interferon levels, activate the immune system, and help it Vght the coronavirus. Thermal treatments can

prevent COVID-19 and reduce the severity of mild to moderate cases of coronavirus. Hyperthermia increases the level of

interferon. The optimal effect on coronavirus infection with interferon is possible at temperatures from 39.5 to 40.5 C. In cell

cultures, hyperthermia causes the synthesis of interferon-gamma.

Hyperthermia increases the level of interferon-alpha and the level of non-interferon antiviral factors. All this counteracts the virus

since interferon can slow or stop viral infections. Another possible mechanism for how hyperthermia may work against viruses is

increased membrane _uidity in both the virus and the target cells. This affects the speciVc viral pathogenesis associated with the

release, assembly, penetration, and attachment of the virus to the cell it is trying to attack.

Studies conVrm the beneVts of sauna not only for the immune system but also for the cardiovascular, respiratory, and

integumentary systems: -Regular sauna use is associated with a reduced risk of hypertension. -Bathing in the sauna reduces the

risk of respiratory diseases. -Bathing in the sauna helps to remove hyperkeratotic scales in psoriasis. Dermatophytes and other

infectious microorganisms die in the heat of the sauna. interferons.info/.../sauna-protects-against-covid-19
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Gui, the more this goes on reveals how backwards the whole thing is. The negative experiences keep mounting up and reach out in

ever widening circles each more serious than the last. Stay healthy by destroying the natural immune defense system so more

Jab/s can be given & cause more of the same, until there is no one left to Jab?
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Shingles Activation Associated With COVID Jab
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

According to a recent case study, persistent post-jab shingles was associated with

the presence of COVID jab spike protein in the affected skin. The researchers

speculate that the COVID jab may induce persistent shingles reactivation by

perturbing the immune system

*

Another study details the cases of six patients with autoimmune in_ammatory

rheumatic diseases who developed shingles shortly after their PVzer jabs. None of

the healthy controls developed shingles post-jab

*

A systematic review also concluded that the COVID jab increases the risk of shingles reactivation if you’ve had it before or have known risk

factors for it

*

The COVID shots suppress your innate immune system by inhibiting the type-1 interferon pathway, which is the Vrst-stage response to all

viral infections. Type-1 interferon also keeps latent viruses in check, so if your interferon pathway is suppressed, latent viruses can start to

emerge

*

Type 1 interferon is suppressed by the jab because it responds to viral RNA, and viral RNA is not present in the COVID shot. The RNA is

modiVed to look like human RNA, so the interferon pathway is not triggered

*
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JAKMVX
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In addition to C19 vaccines suppressing the immune system we are witnessing the opposite of natural, viral evolution. Billions of

compromised human hosts, injected with non-sterilizing vaccines, have become walking biological weapons laboratories - Gain of

Function research with human subjects. Instead of natural evolution where viruses mutate to less infectious variants, the vaccines

selectively challenge a single component of the virus, exponentially accelerating the opportunity for mutations to occur, potentially

giving rise to even more virulent and deadly variants. Scientists sounded warnings nearly ten years ago when mRNA technology

was undergoing development. If evil minds were intent on reducing human population, this would be the perfect Trojan Horse. If

this jab and booster campaign is not stopped, if not already too late, the ultimate mutation is looming. That will be the “kill shot”

(pun not intended).
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juststeve
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JAKMVX, sounds about right to me. Take a virus usually causing a snotty nose to the majority of the population, play with it to

make it more contagious, play up cases equal death, then introduce a Jab causing the virus to mutate in the totally opposite

direction of becoming milder, to becoming more severe. All brought to us by those who do not play well or share with others.
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4barnaba
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When did so many get so easily led? When did statistics get so hard to even acknowledge? Are we that addicted to the narrative?

Are we that desperate for a pill to end all of our problems. Did sci-V Star Trek become the fake reality. One must wonder, when we

see people embrace: Covid Shots, Remdesivir, Chemotherapy & AZT to name a few. When the cure is as bad as the disease . . . is it

a cure? Mr. Spock would be appalled at us . . . have we lost all logic? When our hope is based on quick Vxes and comfort . . . we

deserve neither. This country was built on the backs & moral values of the people, by the people for the people.

Not complacency, laxities, and handouts. Wake up good health takes work; good things take work; knowledge takes looking and

friends can have pointed discussions without becoming enemies or needing to be criminalized. Some have opened their eyes a

wee bit . . . will it be enough and will they be willing to stand or is it too late. Martin Niemoller’s quote on his tombstone says it all,

"First they came for the socialists, and I did not speak out—because I was not a socialist. Then they came for the trade unionists,

and I did not speak out—because I was not a trade unionist.

Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—because I was not a Jew. Then they came for me—and there was no one left

to speak for me." As our doctors, scientist & polititians are villianized for "speaking out" how long will our democracy stand? How

long will God bless America, when we turn our backs on him and turn to complacancy and what seems the easiest way? PLEASE

KEEP STANDING & DO NOT BECOME DISCOURAGED! OUR CHILDREN & OUR GRANDCHILDREN ARE COUNTING ON US! What

America is founded on has never been easy. Right takes Might! Thank you all for your courage.
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Yes, JUST, and JAKMVX. Fear-based medicine is Rockefeller medicine, not science-based medicine, it's what the CDC and FDA

push. Western medicine has fooled most Americans into believing that they will die easily from disease. Patients are considered

proVt-making machines to be manipulated, misinformed, and ultimately vaccinated, drugged, or irradiated into a lifetime of chronic

disease that generates outrageous proVts for the patient care industry. It is a system based entirely on treating the symptoms of

disease, "managing" the disease, rather than teaching people how to avoid disease through nutrition, food and natural remedies.

We are biology and the disease manifests itself when the basic rules of health have been attacked, since conventional medicine

lacks this understanding, they keep the patient in fear, which always aggravates the problem.

Pain is a good sign and not the beginning of the end but conventional medicine gives morphine with catastrophic consequences.

The vegetative system is unbalanced: the appetite is suppressed and the will is destroyed. We cannot allow technology to

dominate the existence of the human being, we are biology and we must respect our immunological integrity in order to defeat

diseases and not degenerate the human race. . Man was created to fully respect his humanity.
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Gui, as you know, I have RA. It sickens me that the Big Pharma solution is to suppress the immune system, thus exposing patients

to horriVc complications (mostly due to their drugs). I’ve chosen a different route (plant medicines with anti-in_ammatory

properties) so I can keep my highly functioning immune system going. Even with RA, I managed to get over Covid in 36 hours,

which was the Vrst illness I’d had in 10 years.  It kills me how often Big Pharma-treated RA patients get sick and have had serious

illness and side effects from their meds and the jab.
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Yes. I had a "cold" about a month ago. A very Nasty cold... I haven't had any "vaccinations" since childhood, and don't plan on any...

The "cold" left me with intermittent nausea and random localized in_ammation. So back to my old helpers. > Two to three grams of

Ginger before each of my two daily meals. And ample amounts of raw garlic with black beans every other day. The combination

seems to reduce both complaints... I also highly recommend Asian Wormwood (Artemisia Annua) in combination with an herbal

such as Golden-seal or Barberry root bark powder. Both contain Berberine, and the Wormwood enhances cellular uptake.
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Yes, 4barnaba, each person needs an individualized diagnosis and treatment with a focus on the vital forces of the patient, the

human being has a great potential for self-healing, the patient becomes the main agent, who is directly involved in the healing

process . The disease is a process of adaptation that must be tried to obtain a new order. It is an alarm that tells us that something

is not in harmony. Power: acting comprehensively is the power to heal, initiating a process of change, which allows you to improve

aspects of your life so as not to get sick again In an interview with Dr. Ghislaine Lanctt, author of the book "La maVa mdica".

Consulted by those who are part of the medical maVa, she said: “At different scales and with different implications, the

pharmaceutical industry, political authorities, large laboratories, hospitals, insurance companies, Drug Agencies, medical

associations, The doctors themselves, the World Health Organization, the UN Ministry of Health and, of course, the world

government are in the shadow of money. The pharma-medical industry, gigantic and all-powerful unscrupulous companies,

enriched at the expense of people's illness, not health, associate with public bodies, introducing blackmail, bribery and bribery into

their techniques.

Despite the fact that the law expressly prohibits giving any type of gift to doctors, medical salespeople, or pharmacy salespeople,

buying from doctors in exchange for perks, in order to place their medicines, which doctors dispense to their patients. The strategy

consists, ultimately, in having chronically ill patients, who have to consume all kinds of palliative products, that is, to treat only the

symptoms... but never nutritional medicine, medicinal plants, healthy lifestyles, in short, the “true medicine” that can cure the

person.
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Good AR management, Sarah. I answered you extensively in your post header. Some aspects to consider that you will surely also

know. P. ginseng is a potential alternative medicine and immunomodulator with preventive and therapeutic effects in various

diseases through immune regulation. These articles report that P. ginseng might be able to regulate the immune system, gut

microbiome dysfunction, and the blood-brain barrier to become a drug to treat autoimmune diseases.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1226845320301391  (2021) www.sciencedirect.com/.../S122684531830157X  (2019)

link.springer.com/.../s43440-020-00213-z  (2021) www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2021)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1226845320301366  (2021) Polyphenols may exert their effects through downregulation of

in_ammatory genes and upregulation of cytoprotective and antioxidant genes.

This modulation can cause a reduction in the production of cytokines and increase the antioxidant status of the organism itself,

superoxide dismutase, and glutathione peroxides, the proteins of the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain, and also to the

interaction with the enzymes responsible for methylation. and DNA acetylation. Together these aspects reduce in_ammation and

intestinal permaability. pubs.acs.org/.../acs.jafc.9b02283  (2020)
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The gut microbiota regulates innate and adaptive immunity through the production of bacterial metabolites (SCFA) and

antimicrobial peptides against different pathogens. In addition, they regulate the integrity of the mucosal barrier and immune

homeostasis. Dysbiosis can have a negative impact on the balance and recruitment of immune cells in the lungs and increase

in_ammatory cytokines such as IL-6, TNF- and IL-1, which could be the most important predisposing factor for severe infection

with COVID-19. Regarding the integrity of the intestinal barrier, innate and adaptive immune cells can become activated and

secrete proin_ammatory cytokines into the circulatory system, resulting in systemic in_ammation. COVID-19 patients who suffer

from diarrhea and have elevated serum interleukin (IL)-6 levels show higher calprotectin concentrations.

Calprotectin is a clinical biomarker of in_ammatory bowel diseases and has immunoregulatory functions that could play a

potential role in disease monitoring at diagnosis and especially in the monitoring of COVID-19-related diarrhea. Furthermore,

diarrhea can take second place to virus-induced in_ammation due to the access of in_ammatory cells to the intestinal mucosa,

such as neutrophils and lymphocytes, thus altering the intestinal microbiota. www.tandfonline.com/.../17474124.2021.1991311

 (2021).---- www.nature.com/.../s41385-020-00361-8  (2021) www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2021)

.-----www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8927624
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Congratulations PaulVonharnish on managing your cold well. Artemisia phenolics such as coumarins, _avones, _avonols, phenolic

acids and their secondary metabolites, in addition to their potent antimalarial properties, are effective in the treatment of obesity

and metabolic diseases. They also have antibacterial, anti-in_ammatory, antitumor, antiprotozoal, anthelmintic, antifungal,

antiangiogenic, and antiproliferative properties. The most important derivatives of Artemisia annual: arteether, artemether,

artemiside, artemisinin, artemisone, artesunate, and dihydroartemisinin.

Artemisinin is also used against some cancers such as liver cancer, brain glioma, leukemia, nasopharyngeal cancer, gallbladder

cancer, gastric cancer, cervical cancer, lung cancer, breast cancer, and colon cancer. notulaebotanicae.ro/.../12002  (2020) In this

review, Artemisia annua contributes to the treatment of various diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, arthritis and eczema and

has various effects such as antibacterial, antioxidant, anticoccidial and antiviral effects. Also, for the treatment of cancer.

In this study, the antimalarial, immunosuppressive and anti-in_ammatory properties of this plant are presented using articles

published on scientiVc sites. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5133043  (2016) Artemisia and its active phytochemicals have been

introduced as antimalarial, antioxidant, cytotoxic, antispasmodic, anthelmintic, neuroprotective, anti-in_ammatory, and

antimicrobial agents. In the case of cancer treatment, the plant species and its bioactive compounds target multiple pathways.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0968089619308053  (2020)
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Nineteen studies were reported in this article. Of these, fourteen in silico molecular docking studies demonstrated potential

inhibitory properties of artemisinins against coronavirus host proteins, including 3CL PRO, and other proteins. Artemisia

components may prevent SARS-CoV-2 binding, fusion of membrane, internalization into host cells and hindering the process of

viral replication and transcription. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2095496421000637  (2021) The presence of _avonoids, quercetin,

and di-caffeoylquinic acid in the plant inhibits the activity of MERS-CoV-3 CLPro.

A study on dynamics revealed that artemisinin and its derivatives could be more potent than hydroxychloroquine in silico. Artimisia

is effective for the effect of immunomodulating the host response and increasing the CD4 level. It should be noted that the

antioxidant capacity of Artemisia improves immune defense. Artemisinin has been reported to possess a better and lower toxicity

proVle compared to HCQ. It has been reported to inhibit the enzyme activity of chymotrypsin-like protease, stimulate adaptive

immunity by generating CD8 and CD4 lymphocytes responsible for the production of antibodies directed against SARS-CoV-2, and

downregulate the production of proin_ammatory cytokines prostaglandin E2.

(PGE2), TNF-, interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-10 (IL-10), increasing CD4 count and CD4/CD8 ratio. Cytokine storms decrease the

number of Treg cells in patients infected with COVID-19 and lead to functionally depleted CD8 and CD4 lymphocytes that

ultimately affect the human immune system and cause severe respiratory failure. In the link nine trials of treatment intervention in

Artemisia link.springer.com/.../s13596-021-00576-5  (2021)
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Gui,I use all of these daily in cooking, and as supplements. I had a case a few qweeks ago, some rattles in chest, trouble breathing.

I just ncreased them and it was gone in a couple of weeks. I also used Tiger Balm neck and shoulder rub just beneath my nose,

camphor and menthol really help open the nasal passages and the sinuses.
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Hi PowerlifterX. I am not a supporter of any vaccine. The vaccine industry could be worse than anyone could have imagined. As

these incorrectly tested inoculations are rushed to market, consumers are unknowingly becoming guinea pigs for Big Pharma.

When it comes to vaccines, the CDC has a history of twisting reality to meet your needs. Remember Dr. William Thompson, former

CDC senior scientist, who exposed the agency's scientiVc fraud regarding the MMR vaccine. Dr. Thompson came forward a few

years ago and wrote a shocking confession that included the following statement: I regret that my coauthors and I omitted

statistically signiVcant information in our 2004 article published in the journal Pediatrics.

The omitted data suggested that African-American men who received the MMR vaccine before 36 months were at increased risk

of autism. Decisions were made regarding what Vndings to report after the data was collected, and I believe the Vnal study

protocol was not followed. This is the information from the previous Shingles vaccine. Thousands have tried to Vle lawsuits

against the American pharmaceutical company Merck & Co. for problems associated with its Zostavax product.

In an interview with TROFire.com, Troy Bouk, Associate Attorney at Levin Papantonio Law Firm, stated that the side effects of the

shingles vaccine included meningitis, encephalitis, stroke, paralysis, and many others. According to Bouk, all of these side effects

are hallmarks of shingles, and with the vaccine created from a live strain of the virus, it's no surprise that Zostavax has caused

people to experience these conditions. troVre.com/2017/04/19/shingles-vaccine-zostavax-causing-designed-prev..  .---

www.naturalhealth365.com/vaccine-dangers-cdc-2667.html  .---
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Perfect Dordee. I personally use a mixture of turmeric, ginger, peppermint, oregano, licorice, rosemary, and green anise. One of my

favorites is peppermint. Peppermint helps digestive and respiratory health; antibacterial and antifungal properties, migraine and

headache and emerging evidence regarding COVID 19. Peppermint oil contains menthol, menthone, neomenthol and isomenthone

with anti-in_ammatory, antibacterial, antiviral, scolicidal, immunomodulatory, antitumor, neuroprotective, anti-fatigue and

antioxidant activities. Growing evidence indicates that peppermint oil can pharmacologically protect the gastrointestinal, hepatic

systems , renal, cutaneous, respiratory, cerebral and nervous, and exert hypoglycemic and hypolipidemic effects.

The most recent data demonstrates its antibacterial/antifungal effects, the ability to down-regulate in_ammation, and potentially

affect attention and possibly mood. Peppermint oil affects esophageal, gastric, small intestinal, gallbladder, and colonic

physiology primarily through its spasmolytic properties, irritable bowel syndrome, functional dyspepsia, infantile functional

abdominal pain, and nausea. Peppermint and peppermint oil is very helpful in helping with digestion and constipation and relieving

constipation symptoms with leaky gut syndrome by relaxing the muscles.

Peppermint soothes the stomach muscles and improves the _ow of bile which, when combined, will help alleviate the symptoms

of indigestion. It also helps relax the smooth muscles of the gastrointestinal tract, helps relieve irritable bowel syndrome such as

bloating, _atulence, and abdominal pain. bpspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../bcp.15076  (2022).--- www.preprints.org/.../v1

 (2022).--- journals.sagepub.com/.../15598276211012968  (2022).--- www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0753332222009489  (2022).---
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of course Gui, AIDS! Fauci's favorite subject since the '80s! (actually his AND his wife's).  It makes "perfect sense".  Mad scientist

who tinkers around in the lab trying to play God at our cost.  Well, I'm sure God is going to have the last say in that.  Those shots

nothing but injected immunity killers - the plan from day 1 - Kill the immunity, kill the person. Simple as that.
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Guillermou, thank you for the response. I do agree regarding vaccines - however, I am trying to Vnd information on the new vaccine

Shingrex (not Zostavax). And for some reason it is diicult. It seems to be sparse at best. Do you have any info on this a link even

to read. Or personal knowledge. I would like to pass it along. Thanks.
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This isn’t a vaccine it’s a bio weapon designed to weaken and eventually kill millions of people. Celine Dion was diagnosed with Stiff

Person Syndrome a side affect of the vaccine in PVzer’s own documents. Your seeing an uptick in cancer, returns of cancers in remission.

This is only the beginning. I’m not surprised this is causing shingles and a recurrence of shingles. Your immune system keeps this

viruses in check, but once disabled there is nothing keeping them dormant. What boggles my mind is people not connecting the dots. A 5

girl has terminal cancer(got it after about 5 months of being jabbed) her father also has cancer got it after jabbed.

After a little sense was knocked into him, Vnally got it. This is coming up to the 2nd year and this is the year all the animals died that were

exposed to the wild virus. I believe the death toll we have seen is the tip of the ice-berg. Fortunately efforts to push this poison on people

has failed and they aren’t getting the uptick they wanted. Stay strong control group we are exposing just how deadly these safe and

effective vaccines are.
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Yes, it's a biological weapon. The Vrst and best known of the Nuremberg trials was that of major war criminals before the

International Military Tribunal, it was described as "the greatest trial in history" by Sir Norman Birkett, one of the British judges. For

the Vrst time in international law, the Nuremberg indictments also mention genocide: "the extermination of racial and national

groups, against the civilian populations of certain occupied territories to destroy particular races and classes of people and

national, racial or religious groups, particularly Jews, Poles and Gypsies and others " Yes, this pandemic has been caused by a

biological weapon, the trial will be a genocide against all humanity, without distinguishing races and classes, and all those who

with deceit and lies are buying the will of the people and should be involved in it.

have originated and seconded this terrible epidemic. Bill Gates announced this pandemic and the WHO, NHI, FDA, CDC, BARDA,

etc., have the same mentality: take away rights and freedoms, turn citizens into servants of their wishes and direct them to the

death camp with vaccines.

There are no pharmaceuticals that actually cure or resolve the underlying causes of the disease. Medications control symptoms,

usually at the expense of interfering with other physiological functions, such as the immune system, causing side effects in the

process. Biological weapons, vaccines and allopathic medicines are a great pandemic that this humanity must reject and judge.
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WILL THE TRAGIC FATE OF WORLD STARS LIKE CELINE DION AND JUSTIN BIEBER OPEN THE EYES OF THEIR FANS? IMPACTS OF

COVID-19 VACCINE Below is Dr. Nicole Delpine's incisive and candid article on the tragic fate of Celine Dion and Justin Bieber. This

is also a message of solidarity with all humanity, particularly with children and young adolescents. On behalf of the vaccine

victims, we sincerely hope that renowned artists and global stars will join the global campaign and take a strong stance against

the Covid-19 vaccine. We demand that the Covid-19 mRNA vaccine be withdrawn and discontinued immediately worldwide. If in

doubt, read the bombshell PVzer Secret Report, which is now in the public domain (published under FOI). How artists, far from true

medicine and probably too close to the journalistic delusions imposed by laboratories eager to sell, can enter into this

manipulation to the point of Vnally losing their lives, in any case already their life as an artist.

Corruption is not limited to Vnancial corruption, but touches all facets of the human soul, the desire to please, to advise, to play

savior, etc. A tragic story that is repeated over and over again as the days go by and the toxic effect of these experimental products

becomes embedded in the body. Please forward this article.

www.globalresearch.ca/will-the-tragic-fate-of-world-stars-like-celine-..  of-covid-19-vaccine/5783700 (12/08/2022)
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When I saw Dion's diagnosis I immediately thought "JABS". I searched until I gave up on Vnding any link between her diagnosis and

the jabs, but I'm 100% conVdent her condition was caused by the jabs. No one will convince me otherwise. Dion was a picture of

perfect health. She ate a diet reminiscent of what Dr. Mercola recommends. There's no way this woman's condition is by some luck

of the draw or any genetic disorder. It is the JABS!
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Celine Dion's disease may have been exacerbated by the jab, but I suspect it began with MRI contrast containing gadolinium. Body

stiffening and Vbrosis are one of the many side effects of gadolinium.
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Our best way to defeat them is to stay healthy! How can they deny that we stay healthy when all around us are dying?
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Mess with your genes and you never know what the result will be. You can be assured your health will not improve. If you trust the

medical maVa to rearrange your genes to help you live healthier and longer, you may be extremely disappointed.
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If they try to mess with mine, there will be consequences!
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As I have always proclaimed. Attempts to give me a shot will result in an entirely different shot.
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The greatest threat facing humanity is the increasingly invasive system of fascist tyranny whereby corporations and government

have merged and now feed each other to perpetuate "health crises" for proVt. The coronavirus "pandemic" and the incorporation of

mRNA vaccines is the demonstration of a corrupt system. This corruption is sustained in Rockefeller's allopathic medicine

scheme, it is the defective "germ theory" of Louis Pasteur, The "terrain theory", makes us consider the adaptation of people to

diseases, through a convenient modulation of the immune system "When a pandemic or epidemic occurs at some point in

evolution, the population that is attacked by the virus adapts or goes extinct.

We knew that, but what really surprised us is the strength and clarity of the pattern that we found," he explained. study lead David

Enard of Stanford University. One of the most surprising facts, according to the researchers, is that 30% of all protein adaptations

since humans diverged from chimpanzees have been driven by viruses. www.sciencedaily.com/.../160713100911.htm  The

statement of Pr. Montagnier, Nobel Prize winner who discovered HIV and said in February 2020 that COVID19 was a man-made

virus with HIV sequences.

Yes, everything seems to indicate that the mass media are preparing humanity for the new mRNA vaccines against HIV/AIDS. This

AIDS has undoubtedly been promoted by the "vaccines" against the Whuan coronavirus by damaging the immune system and also

having said virus a variant of HIV. In this study, 4 insertions were found in the spike glycoprotein (S) that are exclusive to

2019-nCoV and are not present in other coronaviruses. Importantly, the amino acid residues in all 4 inserts have identity or

similarity to those of HIV-1 gp120 or HIV-1 Gag. www.biorxiv.org/.../2020.01.30.927871v1  (2020)
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Yet another reason to steer clear of experimental, unsafe and ineffective medical interventions: they appear to re-activate latent

infectious organisms and previously controlled diseases. If you’ve ever had cold sores (or shingles), you have the herpes virus and it can

remain latent in the system without causing trouble, unless your immune function is compromised and/or you’ve been over indulging in

high arginine foods such as chocolate and nuts, resulting in an attack of shingles. This is one time when drugs such as acyclovir are

helpful. Natural alternatives include lysine (to counteract the arginine) and manuka honey. During the active stage of herpes infection, it’s

recommended to stick to dairy, cheese, Vsh and seafood, poultry, eggs, organ meats, potatoes.

Foods to limit include grains, wheat, buckwheat, oats, corn, rice, legumes, seeds, berries and citrus. Those to avoid entirely during a

shingles attack are chocolate, nuts, alcohol and sugars. The arginine content relative to lysine in chocolate and nuts is very high,

particularly in almonds, brazils, hazelnuts and walnuts. Lysine is an important supplement to counteract the effects of excessive arginine

but also as protection along with vitamin C against post viral infection to prevent cardiovascular disease.
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The vitamin C I take most of the time is Suicient C which has a good dose of lysine in it and 4 grams of C, per two scoops.
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Re dosages, skupe, the initially high doses of vit C and lysine help clear viral infections, reverse cardiovascular disease and are

based on Linus Pauling’s recommendations. You can read more here:  orthomolecular.org/.../v18n28.shtml
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Chocolate as in chocolate candies, bake goods or pure cocoa powder??
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elenamarieu
Joined On 12/3/2019 12:25:12 PM
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The incidence of shingles is not only related to the shot...shingles has been rampant since the evolution of the chicken-pox vaccine!

Adults are no longer exposed to children with chicken-pox to enable the building of anti-bodies!!! You can trace back the rise in shingles

to the introduction of this vaccine!!!
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St.Marthasgirl
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I agree! My daughter and other young people I know have gotten shingles this past year and have not gotten the jab.
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Don't dismiss the stress they report on this age group. I am 74, and over the years people who have gotten shingles ~ except for one

~have all been under signiVcant stress.
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YES, I had shingles 2 times, both when under stress on the job, trying to get orders delivered on time in good shape and frustrated

clients calling, saying where is it. I was in my 50's and 60's.
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jamNjim
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First of all, anything that causes you to be sick enough to miss work should NOT be injected into you! Remember Joe Biden around

Mar/Apr 2021 suggesting employers give everyone that gets the jab time off to recover from the side effects?

www.cnn.com/2021/04/21/politics/biden-200-million-shots/index.html  That is not NORMAL! They tried to convince the public that the

side effects was the jabs simulating your immune system and that was supposed to be a good thing....NOT! That's _irting with disaster!

Any time you push your immune system to the point it attacks itself and you feel sick from it means you risk initiating an autoimmune

disease with no cure! That's exactly why everyone I know that got the the Vrst 2 jabs, that have any medical background and/or have a

spouse/relative with a medical background, didn't get the booster shots.

That would be my wife, my father, my mother, a work cohort and his wife, my best friend, and his wife. All of them got the Vrst 2 PVzer

jabs. All of them suffered adverse reactions after the 2nd jab. My work cohort had adverse reactions and caught Covid-19 after the 2nd

jab and was hospitalized! That is not normal. I'm not advocating any vaccine, but if you have no choice (military) and you have access to

it, get the Novavax. It has no mRNA or genetic material.
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........and as the reinforcements of the biological weapons are taken against the C-18 the damage to the immune system is greater.

Vitamin D is also of special interest in patients with autoimmune diseases (SAD) due to the action of SARS-CoV-2 itself or due to

the serious risks of "vaccines" against Covid19. People with SAD have a higher risk of severe forms and mortality from COVID-19.

The risk factors associated with greater severity are, on the one hand, the same as in the general population, such as age over 65

years, male sex, arterial hypertension with cardiac comorbidity and chronic lung or kidney disease. VITAMIN D RECEPTOR, STAT3,

AND TET2 COOPERATE TO ESTABLISH TOLEROGENESIS www.cell.com/.../S2211-1247  (21)01753-8.pdf (2021)

www.cell.com/.../S2211-1247

 (21)01753-8?_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%2FS2211124721017538%3Fshowall%3Dtr

ue ( 2021) reuma.pt/.../PMID_33504483.pdf  (2021) .----- We know that the prevalence of autoimmune diseases (SAD) has

increased in recent decades.

Vitamin D deVciency is a common factor in many of these diseases. Vitamin D has vitamin D effects on the innate and adaptive

immune systems. These intracrine and paracrine effects of vitamin D have been shown to drive innate antibacterial or antiviral

responses, as well as attenuate in_ammatory T-cell adaptive immunity.
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Association studies have reported the correlation between low serum 25D levels and the risk and severity of human immune

disorders, including autoimmune diseases such as in_ammatory bowel disease, multiple sclerosis, type 1 diabetes, and

rheumatoid arthritis. . The proposed explanation for this is that decreased 25D availability compromises 1,25D synthesis in

immune cells, leading to impaired innate immunity and excessively exuberant in_ammatory adaptive immunity.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1568997219301508  (2019) ec.bioscientiVca.com/.../journals

$002fec$002f11$002f3$002fEC-21-0554.xml?t:ac=journals%24002fec%24002f11%24002f3%24002fEC-21-0554.xml ( 2022) The

potential lung damage related to the use of COVID-19 vaccines is of particular interest in patients with SAD, given the high

prevalence of diffuse interstitial lung disease (DILD) in these patients.

The damage would occur through a mechanism known as antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE). Once the vaccinated individual

faces the infection, the presence of antibodies induced by the vaccine would generate an antigen-antibody reaction with the

formation of immune complexes and consequent tissue damage.

This type of damage leads to so-called vaccine-enhanced antibody-enhanced respiratory disease (VAERD). In one study, patients

with rheumatic diseases reported joint complaints more frequently than controls (49 [10%] vs 3 [1%]), but a smaller percentage

reported deterioration of their autoimmune disease up to 2 months after vaccination. COVID-19. Studies have also reported

autoimmune neurological disorders found after SARS-CoV-2 vaccinations. www.nature.com/.../s41591-021-01230-y  (2021)

www.nature.com/articles/s41564-020-00789-5?fbclidIwAR2P1B3jsdqNVOynTQY..  (2021)
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I did not get any shots, but for the past year or more I have I believe Molluscum Contagiosum. (Not oicially diagnosed as I've avoided

doctors for years.) It started with one spot on my arm and I now have several small spots on my torso. I've been trying hydrogen peroxide

and other things, which handles the itch for awhile but they aren't going away. They are stubborn. I also have a light fungus around my

nose and mouth that started immediately after I wore a mask over my nose just ONCE for a job interview in Feb 2021.

I'm around many vaxxed people at work, and intimate with someone who was jabbed twice in 2021, and I'm wondering if my immune

system is compromised by vaccine shedding. As I write this, I'm still battling a week-old cough from a cold I got a day after Christmas.

I've been using Mercola's suggested steam-inhaler recipe with hydrogen peroxide and iodine, which helps tremendously each time I use it,

but I'm not used to hanging on to illness like this for so long.
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Be careful with regular inhalation of Hydrogen peroxide as it can break down lung tissue elasticity, particularly if for some reason

you are deVcient in catalase. How is your digestion? Bitters (e.g. berberine, dandelion etc) can be helpful at cleaning out the liver

and gut, which can be the root of alot of stubborn illness.
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Here is a link to a report from a whistle blower in Canada.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/vaccine-researcher-admits-big-mistake-says-s..  Professor Bryam Bridle is a vaccine researcher who

was studying the mRNA jabs and discovered that the jabs cause spike protein to circulate through the bloodstream and collect in

organs with high ACE2 receptor concentrations. That would be the spleen, heart, kidneys, ovaries, and TESTES! So it would be

plausible to assume that if you had intercourse with someone that had been recently jabbed with one of the PVzer, Moderna, or

J&J vaccines you could be getting spike protein. He doesn't get into the speciVcs of transmission from partner to partner, but he

does make it clear that the jabs don't stay in the shoulder and they cause LOTS of damage to all the organs, including the brain.

This guy is credible. He was receiving grants to do this research!! Why is no one listening to him?? This is genocide!
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Not only is transmission of the synthetic spike protein possible...I've been reading about "Self-spreading vaccines" for at least a

couple of years. I'm only linking to the following page, to show that this is no "conspiracy theory". The phrase: "No where to run - no

where to hide" comes to mind.  --- pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35324313
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Jim; I for one, have listened to this science. Remember; "What could possibly go wrong"? Everything!
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A new study conducted by scientists at the University of Colorado conVrms the vast majority of humanity has had absolutely no

choice in the matter of whether they wish to get the Covid-19 injection or not because the vaccinated have been transmitting

antibodies generated by the injections through aerosols. The Vndings should however come as no surprise because a conVdential

PVzer document had already conVrmed exposure to the mRNA injections was perfectly possible by skin-to-skin contact and

breathing the same air as someone who had been given the Covid-19 jab. They also, unfortunately, add weight to the claims made

by Dr Phillipe van Welbergen, who demonstrated that graphene, an alleged undisclosed ingredient of the Covid-19 injections, is

being transmitted from the vaccinated to the not-vaccinated and destroying red blood cells and causing dangerous blood clots.

expose-news.com/2022/09/03/study-pVzer-documents-conVrm-shedd-ing/  (09/03/2022)
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JennWeed1, it does concern me you’re intimate with someone who’s been jabbed twice. I get lightheaded when I’m in the presence

of vaxxed people. I have nearly fainted twice. I now take ivermectin if I know I’ll be in the presence of jabbed people. I chase the

ivermectin with povidone.  The shedding is real.
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Randyfast, although I’m concerned about the spike proteins, I’m more concerned about the nano particles.
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Jenn, you could try drinking pine needle tea. I pick needles from the pine trees in my yard. It's the longer needles, not the short

(less than an inch) ones. While on vacation, I haven't cut the needles up, just put them in a cup and pour the boiling water over

them. Let it steep about Vve minutes. It's supposed to stop replication of the spike. I was using this frequently when everyone

around me was getting injected.
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Try topical borax powder for the fungus around your nose (make a paste). www.craftymorning.com/borax-hacks  **** Note: Most

websites will try to scare you into oblivion that borax is super dangerous - it is not.
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According to cardiologist and lawyer Dr. Thomas Levy, who was disciplined by the Colorado Medical Board for recommending

nubulized hydrogen peroxide as a treatment for COVID-19, nebulized hydrogen peroxide "is literally the perfect remedy when used

as directed." But echoing the Medical Board, the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America warns, "DO NOT put hydrogen peroxide

into your nubilizer and breathe it in. This is dangerous. It is not a way to treat Covid-19," adding "Hydrogen Peroxide can be toxic if

ingested." Well, I personally have used nebulized hydrogen peroxide dozens of times and at age 85 (86 next month) I am still here

and in apparent good health.

I have also ingested it according to the protocol of Dr. David Williams, that can be found with an Internet search. Starting at three

drops of 35% H2O2 in eight ounces of water and then increasing to 25 drops a day in eight ounces of water over a period of days

and then reversing the amount ingested. I only went all the way through the protocol on my third try. I backed out twice after

reading all the dire warning of how it could harm or evil kill you. However it Vnally dawned on me that in spite of all the warnings, I

had never once read of a single account of where anyone was seriously harmed when following the protocol as directed.
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Just brilliant, shut out Vrst line of defense, the part of our immune system with all the information of past transgressions looking familiar

signs to use tools to stop the new visitor. Then ramp up the second line of defense not only throwing out massive amounts of antibodies,

but also creating a factory reproducing the part of the enhanced virus highly poisonous spike. Claiming a massive antibody response is a

cure. It's like the forest service removing Vre spotter rangers and removing the towers to just wait until the forest Vre is so large it

threatens the town, then in this case pretend it all isn't happening.
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Yes, Just, to put out the Vre we need surveillance towers and Vrewalls with immunomodulatory effects such as those

recommended by Dr. Mercola in preventive therapy and early treatment. COVID-19 infection has shown that SARS-CoV- 2

penetrates the lung alveoli's endothelial cells via angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors on the membrane, stimulates

various signaling pathways, and causes excessive secretion of cytokines. The continuous Vring of the innate and acquired immune

system, as well as the overproduction of pro-in_ammatory factors, cause a severe condition in COVID-19 patients, which is called

"cytokine storm".

The innate immune system is the initial and primary means by which our body interacts with a virus. The innate system helps the

body Vnd a genetic balance with each new viral update thrown at it. The innate immune system functions in healthy limits in the

human body, such as the physical barriers between the gut and the bloodstream, or in the blood vessels that tightly regulate the

movement of ions, molecules, and cells between the bloodstream and the brain. The adaptive immune system is the secondary

means by which our body interacts with viruses by generating a very speciVc response to a virus using the body's white blood cells,

known as lymphocytes (B cells and T cells).

B cells are responsible for the release of antibodies into the bloodstream. helping the body clean out viruses and bacteria that are

no longer needed. Meanwhile, T cells are responsible for stimulating B cells to produce antibodies. Furthermore, the permanent

records kept by an innate immune system are passed on to successive generations of humans, who will therefore never have an

in_ammatory-inducing reaction to a particular virus. Even in the adaptive immune system, B cells (the source of antibodies) and T

cells (the stimulus B cells) provide long-lasting immunity.
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When the Innate Immune system is already under tremendous assault with toxins from all corners nurturing vast segments of the

general population to be chronically ill with in_ammations and autoimmune dis-eases, the innate immune function is severely

stressed. The Innate is The Foundation to A Proper System to identify what is or is not an offender to our health. What is or is not

what the body identiVes as itself to be left alone or removed. When this Jab walls this process out to then induce a self-replicating

army of offending toxic spike protein, producing antibodies until the system is exhausted sounds like the very deVnition of AIDS.

When the system to Vgure out what needs to be or not done is shut down, shut out, then the shock troops, (antibodies,) are left to

run amuck with no direction tearing down whatever they run into. Once known as AIDS now known as suddenly dropping dead

from we have no idea what causes it other than it is deVnitely not the Jab/s, so sayeth Lord Fauci & friends.
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The idea that by injecting a substance that will weaken the immune system into someone who is immunocompromised, is going to

beneVt them in some way; is so far out there - it makes my head hurt!
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juststeve, I agree 100%. That’s what’s going on. Folks with autoimmune disorders who do Big Pharma are particularly vulnerable

because so many are on immunosuppressant drugs. It sickens me. Big Ag creates the conditions and Big Pharma worsens it, even

makes folks more vulnerable.
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Closing the barn door after the horses excape!
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Right all? At this point it seems to be a strong argument the scant population the Jab should have been focused on does not pan

out either. How can throwing the fuel of compromising a person whose immune system is already compromised sound advice?
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I haven't had any of the shots and haven't any vaccines or inoculations since childhood; Except 2 tetanus shots twice in my 62 years. I

haven't been sick once (20+ yrs.) - not a sni�e and I've traveled around the country the entire 3 years of this "Plandemic." Before the

vaccine came out - it was a free-for-all. No one was enforcing anything really. I walked through the airports without a mask and did the

pat downs. ( I have still never been through a body scanner at the airport.) I don't know what "unshot-clotted" people are catching, but I

don't think it's a corona virus. I call BS!
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It's staring them right there in their faces. No one believes it's the jabs. Damar Hamlin died on the football Veld and is on life support. And

people believe it was from a chest hit. And people believe he will recover.
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Yes. People believe it was from a chest hit because that is how THEY explained it away in the media. ********** Edit: UPDATE 6:

Fed Operatives Move into Place at Cincinnati Hospital Where Damar Hamlin is a Patient NO NFL PLAYER HAS DIED FROM

ON-FIELD INJURY IN OVER 50 YEARS www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/update-6-fedoperatives-move-place-cin..
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Yes, some "rare" cardiac occurrence. The adverse effects of drugs can be like playing Russian Roulette. Many people are willing to

gamble "as long as it's not them who is harmed". Only then are they willing to see the light.
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The reality IS Hamlin could have been shown to "hypothetically" be injected right before game time on TV and it would STILL be

suppressed or explained away...it ALAWYS has been without legit investigation was ever allowed. What has to be destroyed is the

utter lack of accountability anywhere with those orchestrating all of it behind the curtains. Not one athlete who has died since

injections have commenced has been truly represented for the injection likely causation. Not ONE.
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Mercola_fan, Maritt, The chest hit "explanation" with Damar Hamlin strikes me as off-base, for this reason: It would seem to me

that a collision or chest imact, would only trigger a heart attack if there was in_ammation already underlying, waiting to be set off.

Consider that the heart is protected by the ribcage. Further, with a football player, it is protected by the padding they wear. This

"expalantion" seems like nonsense, and people have to use their critical thinking skills. Survival could be at stake, and no kidding

around about it, either.

I hope and trust that the millions who were watching, either in person or by TV/online/remote, will start to question things in a very

serious way, and will Vgure out that the jabs are the real underlying cause, where athletes just suddenly started dying in the Veld

after the jab, and when this was not seen before. 2+2=4? Yes? It makes much better sense than what the media is saying, which is

2+2=0. That latter equation, makes just no sense at all. It's called Denial, and Denial does Not protect us.
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Maritt, that “explanation” is still tripping me out. If you follow Karen Kingston, she tore that to shreds.
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People have to remember big Pharma always see the bigger picture and knows what it does. The psychopathic entity learned decades

ago a sick society is simply a good business model. A healthy one is not. Create the problem...provide the solution, and by all means

keep trying to take away the peoples ability to treat thyself with anything other than Pharma produced.
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Yes. Sick people are tired and have no more stomach for the Vght.
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Agreed brodiebrock12. Pharma and the FDA have been using this business model for years for numerous drugs. Create the

disease with no cure, but provide symptom relieving drugs that have an added adverse effect bonus, which require more symptom

relieving drugs. Pharma and the FDA are creating permanent, proVt making patients. For years I never recognized this business

model until I was poisoned with MRI contrast which contains the toxic heavy metal "gadolinium". It is retained for a lifetime and

there is no safe and effective antidote to remove it. Some people experience adverse effects from it immediately, while others do

not realize disease caused by the gadolinium until years later. Unfortunately, because they are told the MRI contrast is "safe" and is

excreted within 24-48 hours (a lie), they never tie it back to the contrast as being the cause. It will be the same with the Covid shot.

It's the Pharma/FDA business model again.
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jef9075
Joined On 3/24/2016 1:41:14 PM
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Such good points here. Does one really believe that big Pharma wants to cure cancer or any other chronic disease? If they did cure

any of these, their proVts would plunge. Can't have that, can we? I've been using blended medicinal mushrooms for years. Host

Defense products by Paul Stamets who is an excellent mycologist. The powders are more cost effective. Immune modulators. He

really focuses on mushroom mycelia which is the most active constituent rather than the fruiting bodies, although some of the

blends do contain both. Been dabbling with microdosing psilocybin, lion's mane & niacin as well for cognitive and mood

enhancement with good results. Be well.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Har...I've always thought it was one of the pillars of the EUA gene therapy medication injections (fraudulently called a vaccine)

ulterior motives from the get go. The makers of these medications KNEW they would have all sorts of terrible side effects and

outcomes. To create a vast SEA on NEW sickly to treat ongoing because that is where the real $$$ is. We have seen play out with

plenty of experts conVrming this premise like McCullough, Seneff etc talking about all the other more permanent human illness

rises post injections like activating dormant cancers and making them aggressive or neurodegenerative, immunological (shingles,

VAIDS ETC), Infertility, and odd autoimmune issues. I know many believe this was to cull the world, but there is simply no $$$ in

doing that fast. Lots have died, but not the vast majority of bodies to get a ROI on.
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brodiebrock12, I realized the Pharma/FDA drug/disease business model back in 2017 when I received gadolinium poisoning

contained in MRI contrast. Gadolinium is the toxic heavy metal ingredient in all MRI contrasts, and is not excreted within the 24-48

hours we are told, but is retained for a lifetime. Gadolinium is not safe, it is a toxin which causes all types of lifelong diseases. The

problem is, people do not tie their disease with the gadolinium retention because they are told it is safe and excreted quickly from

the body. All a lie. Even after the FDA panel heard testimony from doctors, scientists and suffering patients in 2017, they still voted

to continue its use.

A lawsuit by Gena Norris, wife of actor Chuck Norris who almost died after being injected with this poisonous contrast, was thrown

out of court on a technicality that could not be challenged. Google Gena Norris lawsuit for the details of her illness. Just as the

vax, doctors continue to defend these poisons as being safe, but even a Vve year old knows it is bad to eat poison. Why don't these

supposedly medically educated and trained "professionals" realize this, too?
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM
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I an unvaccinated and got Shingles twice in a four month period after having Covid. The Vrst attack occurred 1 month after Covid

recovered, the second attack occurred 2 months after recovering from the Vrst. So seems something else may be at play.
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A young (otherwise healthy) adult male in my family has experienced the same thing twice. Very concerning, and I wonder what

else is going on inside his body that is NOT producing obvious signs?  Off-subject, but I am convinced of the seriousness of

"shedding," of various effects of the shots. For people who have not taken the shot, to develop symptoms identical to those who

have, seems self-explanatory. I wonder if this is what has happened to my family member.
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You are correct and they also want more people to take shingles shots. But don't. Instead, up your vitamin C on a daily basis, as

much as you can, paying attention to bowel tolerance, and continue to take daily NAC, zinc, quercetin, vitamins A-K2, magnesium.

Have a question, ask.
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DiaTrig, I’m not sure how old you are, but if you’re over 50 and not jabbed for shingles and you had chicken pox (the vaccine wasn’t

available until we in our 50s were in our teens or older), getting shingles happens. It should not happen in 20somethings because

of two reasons: it’s caused by dormant chicken pox and most under 40 were vaccinated for chicken pox.  These new cases of

shingles in young people is the result of being injected with shingles, which it’s believed to be in the Covid jab.
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Skupe59, unfortunately I was a bonehead and got the shingles vaccine two years ago. I could kick myself as I believe it’s the cause

of my RA and it was a frieken vaccine. What was I thinking?
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I think a lot of the reactions people have have to do with their system at time of shot. I have had all the shots and no adverse

reactions at all. I am on no medications at age soon to be 84 in a couple weeks which I think could have an impact if one is on

medications. The adverse reaction could possibly be from the mixing with other medications. Just my thoughts as I am not a

doctor.
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clindesbcglobal, yes immediate reaction. Since no one seems to do any long term studies, it is unknown what the long term

consequences of drugs are. Pharma can then say a drug has shown no adverse effects and is safe because no one is looking.
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Stress is a trigger for shngles. What do you get from media 24/7?? stress, what if you get hacked, how do you recover? Pay us $$$

and we will take care of it for you. Security cameras. Alerts for poisoned foods! And on and on. Everything in commercials is based

on fear and movies, tv shows all say the same. If they cannot make us take the jab, convince us through tv, etc. that we need them.
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Hi Dia Trig, Would like to start a conversation with you. I, at young age, got a very bad cae of shingles that went to my brain. I am in

research protocol with several institutes now and have done a lot of studying. Maybe there's something I could tell you that would

be useful for you. For starters, I am also unvaxxed. And it's not covid-speciVc, although all the money is going there, hence the

recenet research. I got my extremely bad cae of shingles after H1N1 virus, and in all this time (it's been years) I have never shaken

the zoster-- it is persistent in me, along with the attendent immunomakers, both clinical and research. I have a bit of advice for you.

The zoster is not covid or covid-vaccine speciVc. It is due to an excessive immuoresponse to virus. In the cae of the c-vaccine, I

can only surmise that components of the vaccine activated the AKT pathway as per If you like, you can reach me at 415-350-8140.
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SF Bay, do you suspect the Covid bioweapon and the Covid shots have the same immunosuppressant mechanisms, which is why

their symptoms from both are so similar?
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THE NEXT TIME THESE JOKERS HAVE A MEETING SOMEONE SHOULD TAINT THE FOOD WITH SALMONILLA. WHEN EVERYONE GETS

SICK, DENY THAT THE FOOD HAD ANYTHING TO DO WITH IT.
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All those young men coming across the border? they aren't coming to pick crops like Nancy Pelosi said. They are 16 to 26 and Vt.... they

are coming across to kill us -- when the Revolution happens. They won't care (like the vax doesn't care) if you are Republican or

Democrat.... if you are against the cabal you are the target.
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"According to the CDC, you cannot ascribe any causality at all from that. To them, it’s just random chance that everyone died after the

second dose".... What an asinine position, are these people really that moronic? A modest correlation in the data is all that's required to

set off all the alarms and warning bells. Causality is a luxury, take all the time you want to investigate that and until you have I'll just keep

away from anything that has a strong correlation to danger. Walking off of 100 story buildings has a strong correlation to dying. You could

argue that it's just a correlation and in fact it's not the 100 story fall that kills you but the G-forces from the abrupt stop at the end. And

now you also know causality.
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Pharma and the FDA play deaf, dumb and blind to all drugs, until a court Vnally allows a drug lawsuit to slip through.
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I got a very likely case of shingles from an MMR shot about three years ago. It erupted at the same location as the shot site about a week

later and was quite uncomfortable. I'm healthy so this was totally unexpected. I went on oral vitamin C and it started to go away

immediately but took about 2 weeks to clear up. I have no plans of getting another vaccine again.
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have RA and belong to a couple RA support groups. The majority in these groups are Big Pharma cult members, which includes the jab. I

have noticed an increase in discussions around shingles and other issues they often blame on RA, but they’ve got nothing to do with RA.

 Like the 24-year-old Buffalo Bills football player who had a heart attack the other day that was blamed on being tackled, folks are looking

for answers to The wrong questions or the questions to the wrong answers.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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I'm sure you, Sarah, manage your RA very well, with the right foods and supplements. As reported by Dr. Mercola, sodium

bicarbonate could be a safe and effective treatment for autoimmune diseases, since it prepares the immune system against

in_ammation The data suggest that drinking bicarbonate water triggers an anti-in_ammatory process mediated by neural function

in mesothelial cells, which line internal organs. Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and celiac disease (CD) belong to the family of

autoimmune diseases, sharing multiple aspects. Epidemiologically, they share environmental in_uences of comparable incidence,

associated antibodies, and a recent incidental increase. Celiac disease presents extraintestinal and gastrointestinal rheumatic

manifestations.

Pathology of the small intestine exists in rheumatic patients. A trend towards a response to a gluten-free diet has been observed,

improving celiac rheumatic manifestations. The infectious, dysbiotic, and increased intestinal permeability theories, as drivers of

the autoimmune cascade, apply to both diseases. These diseases share multiple non-HLA loci. Those genes are crucial for the

activation and regulation of innate and adaptive immunity. The interplay between host genetics and microbiota composition is

reported in relation to susceptibility to CD and RA, the connection between the microbiome and autoimmunity.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1568997215001561  (2015)
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In the Western diet's increasing predisposition to autoimmune diseases, this alteration affects a person's gut microbiome, which

Dr. Mercola has reported plays a key role in many diseases, including autoimmune diseases. Almost 80% of the immunologically

active cells in the body belong to the mucosal-associated immune system. Most of these cells are present in the tissues of the

gastrointestinal tract, where the prevalence of immunogenic agents, including food and components of the microbiota, is the

highest. The intestinal microbiota plays an important role in resistance to pathogens, both through direct interaction with

pathogenic bacteria and through its in_uence on the immune system.

Impaired intestinal barrier function leads to an increase in antibodies directed against antigens present in the intestinal lumen. The

appearance of these antibodies and/or autoantibodies in individuals lacking clinical symptoms may have signiVcant predictive

value for the development of in_ammatory and autoimmune diseases. Research has shown that any abnormality in the

composition of the intestinal micro_ora exacerbates dysregulated immune homeostasis and in_ammation-mediated autoimmune

diseases.

Autoimmune diseases have an increased risk of infections due to immune dysregulation from the disease itself and

immunosuppressive therapy. Chronic infections, especially mycobacterial infections, can mimic autoimmune diseases.

www.hindawi.com/.../7546047  (2019) www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2021) www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2021)

www.researchgate.net/proVle/Ajit-Kulkarni-7/publication/355734676_Rol..  (2021) link.springer.com/.../978-981-19-1946-6_4

 (2022)
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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One of the fathers of the Paleo Diet, Dr. Seignalet deals with autoimmune diseases in his magniVcent book on food as medicine

(2001). Increased intestinal permeability is caused by diet and other environmental factors such as pollution, pesticides, alcohol,

tobacco, antibiotics, stress, etc., causing intestinal dysbiosis, associated in_ammatory diseases (celiac disease, Crohn's, etc.) and

chronic and degenerative diseases. This increase in intestinal permeability causes local and systemic in_ammation, due to the

passage of chemical substances (proteins), germs, in the bloodstream, which activate the immune system, through the generation

of speciVc antibodies, which cause in_ammatory reactions to the proteins in our body, due to their similarity, causing certain

autoimmune diseases, such as arthritis, which may be favored by genetic predispositions.

Restoration of the intestinal barrier, through epigenetic control: stress, diet, pollution, exercise and other lifestyle habits are

essential. Seignalet advised organic foods, 70% raw food, probiotics, avoiding processed dairy products, gluten and few grains

such as quinoa and rice, etc., treating more than 3,000 patients with remarkable success.

1. In_ammation and autoimmunity reside in the intestinal mucosa years before the onset of detectable joint in_ammation, which

causes rheumatoid arthritis. 2. Autoimmune diseases and celiac disease share clinical, epidemiological, serological,

environmental, genetic, and dysbiotic manifestations associated with intestinal permeability.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1568997215001561
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Scientists have discovered that an antioxidant that Vghts autoimmune diseases, glutathione, could be the key to keeping these

types of diseases in check. protect cells from damage. Glutathione supports overall detoxiVcation by acting as a natural chelator

for toxic heavy metals such as mercury, aluminum and cadmium, helping to eliminate environmental toxins and supporting healthy

immune system function. advancedfunctionalmedicine.com.au/managing-autoimmune-disease-with-glu..

 www.naturalhealth365.com/autoimmune-nutrition-news-2651.html  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19393193  P.

ginseng is a potential alternative medicine and immunomodulator with preventive and therapeutic effects in various diseases

through immune regulation. These articles report that P. ginseng might be able to regulate the immune system, gut microbiome

dysfunction, and the blood-brain barrier to become a drug to treat autoimmune diseases.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1226845320301391  (2021) www.sciencedirect.com/.../S122684531830157X  (2019)

link.springer.com/.../s43440-020-00213-z  (2021) www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2021)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1226845320301366  (2021)
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Gui, thanks! I use Quercetin (thanks to Dr. Mercola), cayenne pepper, cinnamon, ashwagandha, ginger, turmeric and raw garlic. I'm

always open to more, so thank you for your links.
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Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Megadose Vit C/ bowel tolerance 3-9 gram doses of pure C + baking soda Vzzed in water up to 5Xs/day on empty stomach (sodium

ascorbate)......AND apply pure C water paste (ascorbic acid) to rashes....Shingles/viral attacks can have a heavy metal burden component

so detox w Mega C + chlorella/charcoal/clay.....
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Vitamin C has beneVcial immunomodulatory properties in patients with viral infections, predominantly by increasing the

production of / interferons and down-regulating the production of proin_ammatory cytokines. Vitamin C appears to have clinical

beneVts in patients with infections due to various herpes viruses.

www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14787210.2020.1706483?scroll=top&..  (2020) .-------This study reports the actions of

vitamin C, vitamin D, and selenium on the immune system in relation to COVID-19. Vitamin C increases antiviral cytokines, such as

interferon (IFN)-/. Table 1 reports the action of vitamin C, vitamin D, and selenium to help stimulate the immune system, prevent

the spread of the virus, and reduce the progression of the disease to severe stages. www.mdpi.com/.../5346  (2020)

.----------Vitamin D has many actions against C-19 and one of them is to improve type I IFN signaling in patients with COVID-19

www.mdpi.com/.../3512  (2020) www.nature.com/.../s41598-022-22307-9  (2022)
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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That Vit C is amazing. A few weeks ago around X-mas time, I developed a swollen gum in my upper right jaw just above teeth #s

4&5. I was a bit slow to react, but Vnally used my Monoject 412 dental syringe with H2O2 to try to contain and cure the abscess.

But the swelling infection was stubborn and only retreated slightly, even with periodic, in between the teeth, H2O2 gum injections.

So I decided as a last resort, (before running to the dentist), to try my more powerful Water Pik, which I rarely use, as the swelling

was getting uncomfortably close to my right eye, ..think blindness, as I once knew someone that lost most of his eyesight to an

eye infection.

But then I got yet another idea, thinking of the British Navy hundreds of years ago curing scurvy with limes. I decided to take a risky

chance, and take a half tspn of Vit C., sodium ascorbate (S.A.), every two hours, and by the end of the day, I noticed that the

swelling seemed to be retreating slightly. It took a few more days of taking S.A., and the swelling was retreating noticeably well.

I never thought of Vit C as a possible antibiotic, but thinking back about when an allopath tells you to make sure to take your

antibiotics right down to the very last pill to prevent a nasty infection return, I decided to apply that same thought to taking S.A.,

until I was completely satisVed that all traces and stiffness of the abscess was completely gone, so the infection would not return.

I am completely amazed of the great results...so far.

Now appx. two weeks later, all is well without even a trace of sore gum stiffness, and I didn't have to use that cumbersome

Water-Pik, or even make a dentist visit. :-) But I'm still watching that situation closely just in case of any possible infection return.

And the irony of all this is that I had just corresponded a few days prior, with another Mercola forum member, about the beneVts of

the Monoject412 dental syringe, with usually good results if used correctly and promptly.
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Grulla...Back when abscesses were a problem, I used monoject/peroxide...I also wrapped seasalt in a sm piece of kitchen

towel/dampened it and held it against gum for a few hrs/spit a lot....Ultimately Mega C worked internally to sti_e those nasty

anaerobes....which unchecked generate endotoxins that are known to damage heart.  Scurvy!
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Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Note the mysterious absence of this info on shingles...and the constant TV commercials urging shingles vax. There may be

appropriate vaxxxes available...Show me....Meanwhile effective natural treatments and preventives are left to you to ferret out.

 Brodie...250mg Vit C is more a minimum RDA for healthy kids...not really preventative and deVnitely not therapeutic.
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KingaBarry0
Joined On 12/8/2019 10:27:09 PM
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What could be reasons for not tolerating vitamin C? Seems to have paradoxical effect.
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Kinga....Everyone has a personal bowel tolerance, depending on the individual need of his system. It varies by levels of

in_ammation and even time of day...simply the dose which produces diarrhea, the dose you reduce slightly to avoid it.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Just what we need, another step in the wrong direction. Wasn't there a varicella zoster expert who fought hard against the Vrst chicken

pox vaccine because of the nature of how viral infection works, & particularly about latent viruses & those like the one associated with

chicken pox & shingles? Just as he predicted, we saw an explosion of childhood shingles just from the conventional vaccination.

Modifying the terrain at an even deeper, genetic level is just folly. Asking for trouble. Priming the pump for future medical system proVts

off the predictable, & preventable, outcomes of decisions being made for people without full disclosure or understanding of what the

price of such unwise trust in man might mean for them.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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"Wake up and Vght." ~ Woody Guthrie #33.  Action item - 01.04.2023. Study, share, make donation to writer. "IT’S NOT A LIE IF YOU

BELIEVE IT" www.theburningplatform.com/2022/12/29/its-not-a-lie-if-you-believe-it/..  .... "I wish I could go through a day without having

to reference Orwell and Huxley when observing how the ruling class is able to manipulate, subjugate, and propagandize the willfully

ignorant masses through lies, deceptions, disinformation, and fear. But here we are, living through a dystopian nightmare blending the

worst aspects of Orwell’s 1984 and Huxley’s Brave New World."
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Continue to mention them. We need to counter the persistent and incessant "Safe and effective" and "For your safety and

protection" rhetoric!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/4/2023 6:46:32 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got Covid-19 in January of 2020, I got shingles with it even though I had gotten two doses of the shingles vaccine. I also had hair loss

(it's all back!), fungus in my Vngernails, pink eye and night fever. No covid vax ever.  I got covid before they named it ! In Waikiki Hawaii.

5,000 mainland Chinese visit Hawaii a day. I've never touched hand sanitizer, it kills the bugs you naturally have that protect you.  I got two

shingles vaccines years ago.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting ..... Did you get fungus on the Vngernails immediately after the shingles vax? My friend also got fungus on her

Vngernails. Her doctor told her she had seen quite a few patients recently with the same problem and she put it down to all the

hand sanitizer everyone was using that had destroyed all the good microbiome of the nails and hands. (Although it could also be

as a result of the jab weakening immune systems - my friend is double jabbed).  I have stopped using hand sanitizer and only wash

my hands with soap and water.
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'No vax ever'...but you did get the shingles vaccine. They've been at this a long time.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/4/2023 4:50:39 AM
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Lizzie10
Joined On 12/5/2010 2:30:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's also an association between having had Covid itself and getting shingles. " Adults over 50 who have had COVID-19 are more likely

to experience a shingles outbreak, according to new research. A study published in the journal Open Forum Infectious Diseases (in June

2022) looked at data from 400,000 people who had been infected with COVID-19 and 1.6 million who had not. It found adults over 50 who

have had COVID-19 are 15 per cent more likely to develop shingles within six months. The risk grows to 21 per cent for those who have

been hospitalized with COVID-19."  www.ctvnews.ca/health/risk-of-shingles-rises-after-covid-19-infection-..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They've known ever since the chickenpox vaccine came out that there would be an explosion of shingles outbreaks. Hence the

shingles jab came out shortly after the chickenpox jab. It's no coincidence. They only make money if you are sick. By inoculating

children with the chickenpox vaccines they get a 2-for-1 deal (double the money). Reinfection with chickenpox later in life boost

the immune system and prevents shingles. Here's something to ponder on.......Chickenpox is a childhood disease that you get by

the time you are 10 and you're over it. However, if you never caught it and catch it as an adult it can very likely KILL YOU!

This was just one of the viruses that the Europeans brought to the Americas that wiped out the Native Americans. All of the adult

Native Americans died. So, what happens to an adult born after 1995 that got the chickenpox vaccine and now they get one of the

mRNA-based Covid-19 jabs that shuts down their innate immune system? Theoretically, they could now catch CHICKENPOX and

die from it!! This is especially true within the 1st 2 weeks after the jab. Like several people have posted already, Big Pharma, the

FDA, and the CDC were well aware of these dangers. They were warned MONTHS ahead of the EUA of the jabs. This is genocide!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim - yes truthfulness. A healthy and vibrant individual is a poor source of cash _ow for our Industrial Medical Complex.

Everyone should strive to be a poor source of cash _ow.  "Cui Bono" (for whose beneVt)?
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, my daughter took her kids to a chickenpox party a few years ago because her sister-in-law is a nurse in a pediatric oice

and told her so many kids who'd had chickenpox vaccines were coming in with shingles. Then, a couple people she knew died of

Covid, so she got her whole family Covid vaxxed. About six months later, her 12-year-old daughter had three colds in a month, then

a severe case of shingles on her back. I knew right away that all those illnesses were caused by the Covid vaxx ruining her immune

system. I feel so sad for them.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DebbyW - you have great stories. I get a lot out of them. Thank you for sharing.
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SandraYoung
Joined On 4/29/2009 12:11:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now retired, when I was a practicing FP, I saw and heard about more cases of shingles after the shingles vaccine came out. My suspicion

is that there was something in the vaccine causing shingles. Perhaps prepping us for this current time?
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every vaccine is doing damage. This study from the Control group is stunning proof of vaccines increasing the risk of chronic disease

from 3% to 30%. Even the vitamin-K shot is not just a vitamin shot, and increases the risk of chronic disease to over 10%.

ijvtpr.com/.../163
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You will never just receive a vitamin but a lot of unwanted ingredients.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/4/2023 8:56:35 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are serious implications if the interferon pathway is not triggered. Many of the very effective mycotherapies (mushroom) used to

Vght cancer and prevent recurrence depend on these pathways. That might also explain why we are seeing more fast growing and

aggressive cancers. It may not only be the lack of beneVcial response to therapeutic mushroom products, but I have to question whether

dietary factors could also be involved in dysfunctional immune response patterns.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, we know that mushrooms are modulators of the immune system, which can be applied to COVID-19 In this study,

shiitake mushroom -glucans reduce IL-1, IL-6 in the lung injury model, may differ in pulmonary immunomodulatory and

cytoprotective effects, reduce oxidative stress and activate macrophages, and may enhance cytokine storm. which causes ARDS

as seen with COVID-19. www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0048969720328473  (2020) The immunomodulatory

and antitumor effects of mushrooms and their extracts appear to have potential health beneVts. These beneVts are mainly due to

its polysaccharide content, either in the form of beta-glucans or polysaccharide-protein complexes, which appear to exert their

antitumor effects by enhancing cellular immunity through effects on the balance of cell populations.

helper T cells and the induction of certain interleukins and interferon (IFN)-.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1756464612000746  Fungi are producers of bioactive alkaloids, lectins, lipids,

peptidoglycans, phenolics, polyketides, polysaccharides, proteins, polysaccharides-protein/peptides, ribosomal and non-ribosomal

peptides, steroids, terpenoids, etc.

) with more than 130 different therapeutic effects (analgesic, antibacterial, antifungal, anti-in_ammatory, antioxidant, antiplatelet

agent, antiviral, cytotoxic, hepatoprotective, hypocholesterolemic, hypoglycemic, hypotensive, immunomodulatory,

immunosuppressive, mitogenic/regenerative, etc.). The neuroprotective and neuromodulatory properties of mushrooms, and the

indirect beneVts of these mushrooms through the enhanced environment for the gut microbiome, are important for healthy brain

functions. link.springer.com/.../978-981-13-6382-5_2  (2019)
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goatherd0
Joined On 9/28/2017 6:04:14 PM
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Cause? The JAB?
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you ever seen the mentality of victims of money catVsh scams on Dr Phil? It shows how resistant scammed victims are to the

warning signs and the facts even when it is proven to them. The mentality of vaccine injury denialists is similar yet they see it not.
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Clh8735
Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then there’s the negative 5G affect on the human race!!! Elon Musk's Starlink project, which was slated to deploy up to 42,000 satellites

into orbit around the earth, will blanket the entire planet with 5G internet frequencies. You won't be able to escape it Based on the studies

already done on previous generations of wireless, we know it's harmful, and 5G is only going to make matters worse, as it will

dramatically increase our exposures. Electromagnetic Velds (EMFs) cause massive mitochondrial dysfunction, thus raising the risk for,

and worsening, chronic and degenerative diseases!!!!
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BernadetteGately
Joined On 9/18/2006 7:41:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The resounding answer to my query about getting a Shingles jab - NO! Thanks to TheOrage - yes aloe vera and vitamin c among other

things; Don - L-Lysine; Pat444 - is shingles on the same spot? Pat and har1272, I had shingles in my left eye, and was told by an eye

surgeon that i would go blind, was prescribed steroids and some immune boosting drug?, but got an alternative recommendation re

acupuncture and Chinese herbs - and have survived. No more chocolate or peanut butter for me at present. I will do some research,

especially about L lysine. Cheers and thanks again.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I can't forgive is the medical profession pushing this stuff. My daughter's doctor told her, after Vnding out she wasn't there for a 3rd

jab, that on his reading of the actual data he just couldn't understand the level of coercion. To him it made no sense and whilst he said

nothing bad about the vax (doctors here can lose their licence if they do) he certainly wasn't pushing the stuff either.  Our top doctors the

main one being an ex parliamentarian and head of the AMA (which is a union) blames APHRA (doctor's regulatory authority) for not

speaking out. What a joke. As if anything would happen if their union spoke on behalf of their members and its patients.  She was

pushing the jab and encouraging people to get their children vaxed even though she and her partner were suffering vaccine injury.  She

now just wants to be on the right side of history. What hope have we got.
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I consider the herpes virus to be a canary in the coal mine. My belief is that it is dormant in one form or another in practically every body.

One of the Vrst and most dependable virus to rear it's nasty little head at the Vrst sign of a compromised immune system. Hence "cold

sore." We used to treat Ophthalmic H. Zoster in house and it is all miserable.  Something tells me that we will be seeing a lot more thanks

to C-19 mRNA vaccines. The rejection of corneal transplants was one of my Vrst tells. The most readily accepted of transplants failing in

record numbers.
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I have suffered from cold sores from early childhood. They were triggered either by stress (as shown in elementary school pictures

taken at the beginning of a new school year) or by the sun/heat/fever.
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I know several young people who have gotten shingles this past year, including my daughter, and none of them were vaxed. Is it possible

that some type of shedding would be taking place?
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either the injection shedding or having caught the wuh-_u bioweapon itself which has the spike proteins in it. Seemingly people are

forgetting this was Lab tampered with far MORE likely than not
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A shoutout to everyone who posts here. Other than Dr. Mercola's articles, the comment section is such a vast wealth of information!

Some of you should be writing articles on Substack so I can save them and re-read. I get blown away every time. Thank you all, So Very

Much, for taking the time and energy to help others. Be Blessed!
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COVID jab spike protein in the affected skin may be the cause, but a weaken immune system, due to sugars and process foods is why

some get shingles, and some don't. Also, non vaginal birth and not breast feeding, the Vrst two steps to natural immunity in a newborn,

may be another possibility. Excessive alcohol consumption, too much sugar constantly in the blood, not eating a proper diet and not

getting the daily A, B, C, D, E, nutrients. The bottom line, a weaken immune system. Any in_ux can contribute to shingles when the person

has had the chicken pox virus, when the immune system is weakened. Vitamin C will help prevent and cure shingles, especially when

taken with Vitamin P.
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Causation is correlation.
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Versatile, well said! Further, "correlation does not equal causation" is a naysayer's way of sliding out. I don't buy into it. I can see a

case for that only once in a long, great while, but by en large it is a way to plant seeds of denial. What nonsense. We have to call

this out.
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So, the spike protein is found in the dermis. I have a small massage therapy practice. Massage stimulates detoxiVcation and cutaneous

expressing of oils of _uids. Am I being exposed to spike proteins? Can they enter my body? Does anyone want to do a study on this with

me?
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Sue6876 It is my understanding that when the measure 'spike protein' they are doing so indirectly, via non-speciVc antibodies. So,

based on this, there may or may not be 'spike protein' in the skin. What we can say perhaps, is that there are repair molecules

(antibodies) being found in the skin. Given the skin is an elimination organ, likely part of the elimination of the toxic fake vaccine

poison, then this may re_ect the need for presence of repair molecules. I currently don't believe that 'spike protein' if it exists, can

be transmitted (shedding).

Viruses have not ever been shown to exist, nor has 'viral' contagion, despite robust efforts. I do distinguish 'viral' contagion from

other contagion, because contagion itself does seem to exist...think emotions, yawn, and perhaps illness via methods other than

shared poison proximity. I am becoming more and more of the opinion that the virus concept and probably shedding stories are

there to create fear and stress which are probably very contagious...
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When the shot Vrst rolled out I broke out with a rash on my back unlike anything I've ever had before. It took weeks to go away. I never got

the shot but I am sure this occurred from shedding even though I tried to stay away from others who had received the shots.
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To PaulVonharnish. It's not a vaccine. It's an IQ test... Best comment.
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I have heard of quite a few people with shingles lately. My chiropractor (approx 70 years old) and my son in law (mid 30’s)  Both

unvaccinated. What is the reason for the widespread in the unvaccinated?
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My younger sister is an ER charge nurse at a smaller hospital in the Lower Mainland of BC, Canada, and as such she has been subjected

to numerous covid shots and boosters since when they Vrst became available to Vrst, medical people, and eventually became the only

way you could keep your job with health authorities of this region. She received the Moderna injections I believe, probably exclusively. She

is now 65. Last spring, seemingly out of the blue she said, with no sense of feeling rundown in any way, she came down with a brand new

infection of shingles, with no prior history of it at all. She was treated for it but of course, and found it extremely debilitating and painful,

but could not get a shingles vaccine then as she already had it.

I don’t know if she has since recovering from her bout of shingles. In the same time period of late April 2022 I came down with what I

assumed must be covid and recovered after almost a week of bed rest at home; it was not without residual post covid effects that took a

while to be alleviated. I had not had a covid shot since the year before in 2021 in October, my second one and Vrst booster to the Vrst one

received in April 2021. I refused any further shots following this one and only did so to be able to get out of Canada for a two week

vacation in Mexico, which was disallowed at that time unless you were fully vax’d’ with one initial and one booster shot.

I wish that I had never had either but deVnitely not the second one! I did get a shingles vaccine this fall and am due for the second

booster for it, as I was concerned that I might be at risk as my sister had it. I have since come to the conclusion that her shingles onset

came about because of her early and regular boosters of the moderna covid vaccine, as mandated by her employer, Delta hospital in the

jurisdictions of Fraser Health and Coastal Health authorities of British Columbia. I don’t know now whether I should go ahead with my 2nd

shingles shot!
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They say that the shingles virus is in every single one of us all the time, along with 60,000 other viruses... maybe that's why we are

so strong!  I got both shingles vaccines and I still got shingles - I got shingles while I had covid-19. I vote no.
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Jan - it's great that you are, at least, questioning "vaccines". Getting jabbed with any "vaccine" would be like playing Russian

Roulette with a six shooter revolver that has all chambers Vlled with different caliber ammo (Vguratively speaking). They all can

maim & kill, but, some are more lethal than others depending on your vulnerability & some require less precision. The question is,

why give the satanic death cult the opportunity to shoot you in the Vrst place? Did our Creator make us incomplete leaving

humanity deVcient in "vaccines" & drugs? Is one's good health & happiness "out there", or, does that come from "within"?

Is "herd mentality" the way to truth & freedom, or, is INDIVIDUAL DISCERNMENT & CHOICE? Pathogenic viruses DO NOT EXIST!

The entire Veld of virology is a MASSIVE FRAUD! "Cell Culturing" to isolate a virus" IS NOT an ethical quantitative scientiVc method

for isolation & puriVcation! PCR Tests ARE NOT SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS! Christine Massey's website currently displays

211 FOIA requests that all show no one has an isolated & puriVed sample of SARS-Cov-2:

www._uoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-a..  Dr. Andrew Kaufman, Dr. Tom Cowan, Dr. Stefan Lanka, et

al, clearly expose the scam.

Dr. Sam Bailey's videos are excellent to learn from: https://drsambailey.com/  odysee.com/@drsambailey:c  Furthermore, the more

than 14,454,570 (GISAID.ORG) "in silico" (computer generated) "virus genomes" all have "GAPS" in their phylogeny. This is akin to

saying that some ancestors in your genetic history DID NOT EXIST, but still, here you are! It's MAGICAL! We are poisoned by what

we are exposed to physically & psychologically, what we consume (GMO's, Bad fats (especially excessive Linoleic Acid), processed

"foods", treated water, toxic chemicals, "medicine", lies, propaganda, psyops, etc., & also, what we jab into our bodies.
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If shingles is a resurgence of the virus that causes chicken pox, and those getting shingles have never had chicken pox, is the MMR

vaccine partially to blame?
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14 years ago my sister got shingles and she had never had chicken pox.... I had it 60 years ago and my sister was conVned to my

side so she would get it, but she didn't.
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a premise to consider no doubt!
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I am one of four children, who were conVned to one room together to ensure we all got chickenpox during an outbreak. I was the

only one that didn't catch chickenpox. And yet, I am also the only one who has now had shingles. I am unvaccinated and yet have

had shingles once a few years ago, and then twice on the back of having Covid. Viruses have never been shown to exist. Nor has

contagion. I don't believe for one minute believe there is such a thing as a chickenpox or shingles virus, or that these two illnesses

are necessarily related. We have been lied to about everything.
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Meanwhile in California, these discussions could cause a doctor to lose his/her license. The crackdown against science continues.
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CaChina you mean. Just hard to believe anyone wishes still to live in such a communist state
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Just like here in Aus. If 60% of doctors spoke out what can they do?
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So how do you upregulate type-1 interferon? There should be food/compounds that support this system?
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look into what Mikovits has on the subject...she has always been way ahead of the curve on T-1 Interferon topics.

www.therealdrjudy.com
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After the past few years, questioning everything is a technique for survival.  I wonder-was there a deVnitive test to show it was Shingles;

or was the presence of lesions assumed to be shingles?  If not deVnitive and accurate (ARR vs. RRR) reproducible in correct ranges

(remember PCR cycles and the tests that the C DC abandoned?); could the lesions be something else? (The Shingles injections are being

pushed on the population, and see reports of repeat incidences/customers)...  Because the PV documents included shedding risk; could

shedding be a mechanism for unjabbed getting lesions? And then there's this: MASSIVE DISCOVERY: Known in 2007: EXPRESSING THE

VIRAL SPIKE PROTEIN ALONE Induces Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress: An Explanation for Emerging Heterogeneous Pathologies Why

COVID, Long COVID and Spike Protein Endothelial Disease Resemble Burns and Radiation Injury

wmcresearch.substack.com/p/massive-discovery-known-in-2007-expressing
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Since I will not get near medical personnel to determine what it is, I have assumed it to be a shingle infection. It developed a couple days

after a large group of vaccinated relatives visited, I became very ill and developed patches of skin condition. I had assumed shedding. I

have had good reduction with home remedies. Prior to this I have never, or do not recall any rash / scaleing (sp) in my lifetime.
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* * Vaccine and cancer * * Sudden Death & Turbo Cancers: Canadian Doctors Speak Out: "The tumors are bigger than ever. They seem to

grow very aggressively, to spread very aggressively and to be resistant to treatments.”

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/good-morning-chd/sudden-d..  * Part of the immune system are antibodies called

Immunoglobulin G (IgG). The boosters stimulate the immune system to change IgG1 (that protects against cancer) into IgG4, which

promotes cancer and also other serious health problems. That change occurs when an antigen persists, which is also in the vaccines,

and by repeating boosters it persists.

This is why now so many people are experiencing relapses of cancers previously in remission and rare cancers are appearing as well. See

in this article the Figure 3 for easy understanding: On the left side of the picture at the top, you see IgG1 killing tumor cells, but on the

right side, you see that (due to getting repeated antigen) they have changed into IgG4, which promotes tumor growth.

jessicar.substack.com/.../igg4-and-cancer-a-mechanism-of-action  * Also the spikes produced by the vaccines cause harmful clotting,

and damage to the hearts of everybody who got vaccinated.

Also we see amyloid plaque in the arteries, which in the brain leads to dementia. * * * Some good news: Brain Cancer Nine-Day Miracle

Hydrogen Inhalation 17 Hours a Day. Dr Sircus describes a complete protocol with hydrogen and powerful nutriceuticals. Also includes

chlorine dioxide to improve all parameters of the blood, including wiping out viruses, bacteria, and fungus.

drsircus.com/general/brain-cancer-nine-day-miracle-hydrogen-inhalation..  * * * Doctor shares blue-purple’ tea contains cancer-Vghting

antioxidants’ among beneVts’ www.express.co.uk/life-style/health/1715713/doctor-diet-health-butterf..
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New important video, called : Near Infrared Light (940nm) Improves COVID Outcomes - Professor Roger Seheult, MD of MedCram

did already 150 video's about Covid, but say this video is the one you must watch and share. He examines an exciting randomized

control trial demonstrating the effects of near infrared light on COVID-19. Links to studies in the description box.

www.youtube.com/watch  * * * Fauci and His Buddies at the NIH Received $350 Million in Royalties from Big Pharma in last

decade. rumble.com/v23cm7e-fauci-and-his-buddies-at-the-nih-received-350-milli..
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Interesting references, PETE. People have tools to Vght against COVID.19 and at the same time avoid cancer, but Big Pharma, Big

Teg, Big Money, and government institutions coexist with the Great Reset guidelines. they are murdering people by rejecting the

early and preventative treatments of true science. A great reference in information and defense of ivermectin, is Pierre Kory, MD.

Remember Dr. Mercola's report as a guest Dr. Pierre Kory on the war on ivermectin and all the reports where it is revealed

Co-Developer of effective, evidence/expertise-based COVID Treatment protocols with the medical professionals and science

giants of the Front-Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance substack.com/.../31671068-pierre-kory-md-mpa  Many studies have

shown that ivermectin exerts antitumor effects and therefore could beneVt cancer patients after suicient clinical trials.

and inducer of mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress. Ivermectin has this potential as it modulates various targets such

as the multidrug resistance protein, the Akt/mTOR and WNT-TCF pathways, purinergic receptors, the PAK-1 protein, certain

cancer-related epigenetic dysregulators such as SIN3A and SIN3B, activate RNA helicase , while stimulating chloride channel

receptors that lead to cell hyperpolarization and down-regulate maternal genes to preferentially target the cancer stem cell

population, at least in breast cancer www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5835698  (2018) www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6982461

 (2020)
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ANTI-PARASITE DRUG IVERMECTIN CAN SUPPRESS OVARIAN CANCER BY REGULATING LNCRNA-EIF4A3-MRNA AXES. Those

Vndings provided the potential targeted lncRNA-EIF4A3-mRNA pathways of ivermectin in OC, and constructed the effective

prognostic model, which beneVts discovery of novel mechanism of ivermectin to suppress ovarian cancer cells, and the

ivermectin-related molecule-panel changes beneVt for its Personalized drug therapy and prognostic assessment towards its

predictive, preventive, and personalized medicine (PPPM) in OCs. link.springer.com/.../s13167-020-00209-y.pdf  (2020)

IVERMECTIN CONVERTS HOT COLD TUMORS AND SYNERGIZES WITH IMMUNE CHECKPOINT BLOCKADE FOR TREATMENT OF

BREAST CANCER.

Ivermectin induces immunogenic cancer cell death (ICD) and strong T cell inVltration in breast tumors. As an allosteric modulator

of the ATP/P2X4/P2X7 axis that operates in both cancer and immune cells, ivermectin also selectively targets immunosuppressive

populations, including myeloid cells and Tregs, resulting in an improved Teff/Tregs ratio. converting cold tumors to hot, thus

representing a rational mechanistic partner with checkpoint blockade. www.nature.com/.../s41523-021-00229-5  (2021)
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IVERMECTIN: POTENTIAL REPURPOSING OF A VERSATILE ANTIPARASITIC AS A NOVEL ANTICANCER. Ivermectin has shown

antitumor effects in different types of cancers. Among the reported mechanisms of action, ivermectin interacts with and affects

the function of mitochondrial complex I, multidrug resistance (MDR) protein, RNA helicases, the WNT-TCF pathway, the chloride

channel receptor, cell Immunogenic death via ATP- and HMGB1, PAK-1, epigenetic signature and stem cell self-renewal. Preclinical

tests have shown inhibition of cell growth, induction of apoptosis in different cancer cell lines, and antitumor effects.

Antitumor effects are observed at a median concentration of 5 M (0.01-100 M), which is clinically achievable based on human

pharmacokinetic data shown in Table 1. A review of the laboratory results of ivermectin in various cancer cell lines is presented.

www.intechopen.com/.../78376  (2021) IVERMECTIN CONVERTS HOT COLD TUMORS AND SYNERGIZES WITH IMMUNE

CHECKPOINT BLOCKADE FOR TREATMENT OF BREAST CANCER. Ivermectin induces the death of immunogenic cancer cells (ICD)

and a strong inVltration of T cells in breast tumors.

As an allosteric modulator of the ATP / P2X4 / P2X7 axis operating in both cancer and immune cells, ivermectin also selectively

targets immunosuppressive populations, including myeloid cells and Tregs, resulting in an improved Teff / Tregs ratio. turning cold

tumors into hot ones, thus representing a rational mechanistic partner with checkpoint blocking.

www.nature.com/.../s41523-021-00229-5  (2021)
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